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Carbon Air Filter 

Locate Mounting Point 
If you’ve purchased an enclosure kit from 3DUpfitters the mounting point will be on the 
back panel when viewed from the back, as shown below.


If you’re already got an enclosure or are creating one for yourself, you’ll need to cut a 
hole for air flow, and four holes to mount the filter and fan.  The hole should be 78mm 
in diameter, and the holes are 70mm apart in a square pattern.  There is a DXF file you 
can download from the product page on the website if you want to laser or CNC your 
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https://www.3dupfitters.com/products/fan-and-charcoal-air-filter


DIY enclosure. Be sure to delete the dotted construction lines when configuring 
the laser or CNC control file.  

Find Air Flow Direction 
The fan is powered by a 5V USB power supply (not included).   Plug in the fan and notice in 
which direction the air flows.  You’ll want to connect the fan to the filter so that the air is pulled 
out of the enclosure and through the filter.


Insert Square Nuts 
On the back of the filter are slots on each corner 
for the M4 square nuts.  Insert the square nuts at 
each time, being careful that the nuts may slip out 
until secured by screws.
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Attach the Fan/Filter to the Panel 
There are two sizes of holes with 3DUPfitters enclosures for 60mm and 80mm fans.  
With the larger 80mm-sized holes the screws are inserted from inside the enclosure 
and through the nuts slotted into the filter itself as shown below.   The filter and fan 
combination are mounted on the outside of the enclosure.


Smaller enclosures such as the Prusa have 60mm holes, and thus need an adapter.  
You won’t need the 60mm fan, but instead will use an adapter to connect the stronger 
80mm fan to push air through the filter.   To prepare the 80mm to 60mm adapter insert 
an M4 square nut in each corner.
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The adapter is then connected to the fan/filter combination using 50mm M4 screws.  Insert all 
4 screws lightly before attempting to tighten.


The holes on the 60mm side will now align with the 60mm holes on your Prusa, Ender 3, or 
other small enclosure, and the filter can be attached with 12mm M4 screws.
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Vent Adapters 

Many people find the smell of plastic from a 3D printer to be particularly noxious, but there 
hasn't been that much research on the long or short term health effects of exposure to 3D 
printer fumes.  Because the differing nature of the particles and compounds put into the air by 
different filaments, there's no standard way of filtering everything, especially since the smallest 
particles can't be caught by even the best HEPA filter.


If you only print occasionally the risk is low, but if you are going to be printing a lot (and 
especially for multiple printers), what the CDC recommends is to vent the 3D printer gasses to 
the outside, such as with one of our vents paired with a standard dryer hose. They can also 
hook to any DIY enclosure by simply creating the right size hole.   


The vent adapters are designed to fit to a 3” or 4” clothes dryer hose available in any hardware 
store.  Adjust the hose clamp to be right next to the ridge for the best fit.


The adapters are intended to be flexible so you can design a configuration that’s best for your 
situation. Here’s an example setup with the CR-10/Taz6 vent kit.  For this you'd need to order a 
hose, clamps, and dryer window vent from your hardware store.
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https://3dupfitters.myshopify.com/admin/products/543963906090
https://3dupfitters.myshopify.com/admin/products/543963906090


 


The Prusa/Ender setup is a bit more complicated since window inserts are all 4", while the 
hose we recommend is 3".  This setup adds an 3"->4" hose adapter, and the 3" hose is small 
and doesn't overwhelm the small enclosure. Note that with this setup you need 2 3" clamps 
and 1 4" clamp.  


 


To complete venting to the outside you can find flexible 4" dryer duct hoses or flexible 3" hoses 
online or at most hardware stores. This can be connected to the outside using the same 
techniques you'd use for a clothes dryer, or you can purchase one of the many compatible 
window-venting kits.  These items are not included and must be purchased separately.  We 
don't bother to stock them since they're readily available at local hardware stores. 


The fan can either be plugged into a USB power supply (not included) or the wires stripped and 
connected directly into some models of 3D printer.
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https://www.lowes.com/pd/IMPERIAL-Outdoor-Exhaust-Dryer-Vent-Kit/3308238
https://www.amazon.com/Deflecto-Insulated-Metallic-Flexible-FL0325/dp/B00AUYQY56/ref=sr_1_1?keywords=3%22+dryer+hose&qid=1555868200&s=gateway&sr=8-1
https://smile.amazon.com/dp/B01M17V4CO/_encoding=UTF8?coliid=I2DZI7GBPI2KF6&colid=273FVF92BIS85&psc=1

